It should begin and end in a single session, especially if
accuracy is a main goal. But, to achieve this task in that
hot oven is not at all easy. Until now, the cave had never
been surveyed; it is impossible to map Cristales in dozens
of sessions consisting of three blistering minutes each. In
addition, there is the problem of drawing. One is in a hurry,
hands have great difficulties making precise movements,
they shake too much; drawing is a nightmare. We noticed
this problem almost immediately and found the solution: To
photograph each shot, with the subject indicating the survey
station number with fingers and then make the drawing

itself outside. As would be expected, the instruments do
not work well either. They must first be warmed up before
entering (even the note pad); otherwise condensation wil
prevent any reading or annotation. It also goes without
saying that the laser rangefinder does not work on the
crystals and therefore, after practically “boiling” it in a sea
container, one must aim it at a companion or at one of th
rare rock tracts that emerge from the sea of crystal. Aim is
obviously often off and one tries and retries, while the clo
ticks away and uneasiness transforms itself into suffering.
One is tempted to resist finishing the job. To resist? That
another thing that defini
should not be done. Whe
an explorer finally decide
to exit because the situati
has become intolerable, h
discovers that the planne
time to exit has long pass
and a crisis is by now in
progress.

3. Results

Caves dimensions record
to date are:
Figure 2: Section of Cristales along the 100° plan.
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Cueva de los Cristales:
Length (survey plots)
- Main chamber: 109 m,
Southeast branch: 42 m,
Northeast branch: 68 m.
Surface: 1100 m2; Volum
5000-6000 m3; Vertical
Range: 12 m (Fig. 1, 2).

